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WHY PINTEREST?

Pinterest is the top referrer for many bloggers and a powerful tool for bringing 
in a lot of traffic, no matter what your blog niche is. Bloggers rely heavily on 
the influence Pinterest has on their blog traffic and use it to their advantage 
when building their page views and community.

All bloggers, big or small, should be using Pinterest to increase their page 
views, grow their community and their business. If you’re already set up on 
Pinterest, this plan will show important strategies to implement and discuss 
how to update your account to use the platform to its full potential.

A strong business starts with a solid foundation and Pinterest is a great place 
to start small, create a strong foundation, and build over time. If you start your 
foundation correctly with the platform that drives the most traffic, you will see 
immense progress and growth.
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WHAT TO KNOW: 

The first thing Pinterest-users should know is that they should expect a 
3-month delay before they see true results. Although this doesn’t provide 
instant gratification and can be discouraging, keep going with it. This is 
a general rule for most marketing efforts, so don’t get discouraged or 
disappointed if you don’t see instant results. Your work is valuable and before 
you know it, you will be able to look back and see that hard work paying off 
on your blog.

CONSISTENCY 
Pinterest is easy to be inconsistent with because of this delayed-gratification, 
so we suggest creating consistent strategies and times to post/schedule 
pins so you can crank it all out in one setting. The best strategy for staying 
consistent is to schedule a time each month to schedule your pins, that way 
you can set it and forget it to move onto bigger things in your business for the 
remainder of the month.

There are tools available to you to help schedule these pins, such as Tailwind, 
which we will talk about later. This can take anywhere from 1-4 hours. Not long 
at all! Scheduling these posts at the beginning of the month will make your life 
much easier so that they don’t pile up.

PLANNING
Along with staying consistent, you must create a plan and a system for your 
blog posts. Every blog post MUST also include pins. This needs to happen 
immediately so that they don’t get backed up. 
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THE 4-WEEK PINTEREST PLAN
HERE’S THE STRATEGY WE’VE PERSONALLY 
IMPLEMENTED TO COMPLETELY CHANGE OUR 
PINTEREST GAME AND BLOG TRAFFIC. 

WEEK 1: 
CLEAN UP YOUR ACCOUNT
Be careful with the boards that you have, if you are a niche blogger. For 
example, if you’re a fashion blogger, keep your public boards about fashion, 
because that’s what your followers are going to come to your page for; not 
recipes or home decor. You can still have those food and home decor boards. 
Just make them secret! Direct them to the content you want them to see. 

GO IN AND ASK YOURSELF: 
 - Should they be renamed?
 - Are they relevant, or should I archive them? 
 - Do they all make sense to your account and message?

In cleaning your boards up, know that it’s better to archive boards and not 
delete them. Deleting can result in losing followers. So archive the ones that 
don’t make sense or don’t look good, and clean-up the ones that do.

Move your boards around, change the covers to make them more visually 
appealing, combine some boards, break them apart, etc. For example, break 
your “Home Decor” board into 5 or 6 boards, such as, “Kitchen,” “Living 
Room,” “Office,” etc. That way things are easier to find and you aren’t sifting 
through thousands of pins trying to find the right one!

SEO 
BOARD NAMES 
Next in week 1, do SEO on all of your boards. Stray away from cute or punny 
names for your boards, because that’s not what people search for. Stick to 
simply named boards that way when people search for something such as 
“Easy Dinners,” your board is what pops up first. Use key phrases in the name 
and in the description of the board that you know you would search that way 
people can easily find your board.
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BOARD DESCRIPTIONS 
You can put your board description as multiple different key phrases, 
such as “Easy Dinner Recipes, Easy Crockpot Recipes, Healthy Instant Pot 
Recipes, Etc.” Don’t make them too long, but put common key phrases in the 
description, that way your board is high up on Google or Pinterest searches 
and your board is suggested to others who enjoy that content.

ADD NEW PINS
After all that, make sure and go through all pin-worthy blog posts and make 
sure there are pins within each post. Some might need new pins, but do this 
to ensure traffic to your blog. We also suggest having a “Best Of” board for 
your blog to pin some of your best content to. Make this your first board. 

If you have a lot of content, you can make a few boards such as “~Your Blog’s~ 
Recipes,” or “~Your Blog’s~ Kids Projects.” These boards are ONLY for your 
blog’s content, no one else’s. These will be at the very top of your Pinterest 
page, so that they’re the first thing people see. These boards should coincide 
with the categories you already have on your blog. This can also tell you what 
categories you have a little too much content on and what categories you 
need to give a little more love to, and what categories you might need to let 
go of on your blog.

GRAPHICS
Canva is a tool to help you make those beautiful graphics very easily. Pinterest 
is very vocal about what they’re looking for on their platform, such as pixel 
sizes, and if you focus on those things, they will reward you.
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WEEK 2: 
TAILWIND
This week you’re going to focus on Tailwind strategies and joining tribes. 
Tailwind (include affiliate) is a pinning tool and a partner with Pinterest, so 
you can be sure that it will work! Tailwind schedules your pins for you and can 
schedule repins from other pages as well.

You should be pinning at least 10 pins a day, as a newbie blogger. Once you’re 
a little more established, you can pin from between 15-30. Now, we are not 
saying that you need to do this every day, sitting down daily to pin this much 
is impossible. That’s why we want you to use Tailwind. Tailwind will help you 
schedule your pins so all you have to do is take that time out once a month to 
schedule them for the month, then, you’re done! 

Pinterest likes active users, which is how people will find your content. It also 
loves great pins with beautiful photos, great SEO, and correct categorizing. 
Your pins will do well if you give Pinterest the attention it needs. Tailwind 
is there to take that content from every blog post, no matter how old, and 
push it back to the top. Pinterest loves engagement, no matter how big or 
small. Just by working on the app, cleaning up boards, remodeling your 
page, repinning others, etc. your monthly viewers and engagement have the 
potential to double.

DON’T SET IT AND FORGET IT. 
Don’t schedule your posts and ignore Pinterest for the rest of the month. 
Pinterest loves hands-on engagement. Scheduling takes most of the work
out of the app, so getting on every once in a while to engage shouldn’t be 
hard work.

TAILWIND TRIBES
Tribes are like Facebook groups for Pinterest where you can pin something 
you want to be repinned by others, as long as you repin other people’s pins, 
or whatever the rules of the tribe may be. Pinterest loves seeing you pin other 
people’s content, so this is a great opportunity to find new content.
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WEEK 3: 
GROUP BOARDS

Group boards are boards that people are invited to contribute pins. This helps 
you because what you pin to the group board is going to be seen by a lot of 
people. This could also help you gain followers, which in turn, helps the group 
board gain more followers. Group boards help you boost more pins to a lot 
more people. Each board has rules, so be aware of those, but these will help 
you and your blog.

Some websites that can help you find group boards are Pinsprout and 
Pingroupie. Joining these boards are really easy and only takes a quick email 
to ask. These boards really encompass what Thrive is all about: Working 
together!

THRIVE HAS A LOT OF GROUP BOARDS AS WELL THAT YOU 
CAN FIND DOWN BELOW!

1) Head to: 
 Pinterest.com/ThriveBloggers

2) Follow us! 

3) Send an email to info@thrivetogether.blog with the names of the boards 
you’d like to join, here are your options: 

Recipes 
DIY
Motherhood
Travel
Lifestyle
Fashion
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WEEK 4: 
CALL TO ACTION

Lastly, is creating calls to action on pins. You can use Pinterest to generate 
traffic to your blog AND use it to get people to join your email list, or to boost 
a product you’re selling such as an e-book or physical product.

These pins can link them straight to your email sign-up, product landing 
page to purchase your product, or to an affiliate page from Amazon or other 
affiliate website. This can help you make money and build even more traffic. 
Make sure these links aren’t expired.

SO THERE IS YOUR PINTEREST PLAN!

If you do all these things, we promise you will gain followers and insane traffic. 
Working hard on Pinterest not only looks good on your blog, but looks great 
to potential influencer marketing companies when you’re wanting to gain 
sponsored posts. They look at your Pinterest followers and want to work with 
people who work hard on Pinterest. 

This work can not only help your traffic, but can also help you to gain more 
sponsored posts with brands and can boost your business immensely!
Let us know how this plan worked for you or any questions along the way in 
the comments or in our Facebook group, “Thrive Blogging Community.” We 
are here to help and would love to know how this is going for you!
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